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Abstract: Nowadays, credit card plays a vital part in economy. Credit cards turn out to be a necessary element of global, business and household activities. Even though the credit cards give vast advantages while utilized attentively and correctly, considerable credit and economic harms may be caused as a result of fraudulent actions. Data mining has commonly obtained recognition in managing credit-card fraud owing to its efficient, and machine learning schemes that can be executed to identify or predict fraud by Knowledge Discovery from abnormal models obtained from collected data. Credit Card Fraud Detection (CCFD) system is extremely important, for the purpose of identifying fraud correctly and prior to the occurrence of fraud. Various algorithms like k-means clustering, Genetic Algorithms, neural networks and Hidden Markov Model are used for detecting fraudulent usage of credit cards. The benefits and difficulties of CCFD schemes are detailed and evaluated in this paper. Besides, evaluation conditions in literature are gathered and described. Accordingly, open complications for CCFD are clarified and the future ways of the CCFD industry is provided.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Credit card is the maximum utilized payment mode, while comparing other modes like e-wallet and bank transfer [1]. Moreover, the vast transactional services are frequently watched by criminals to carry out fraudulent actions with the assistance of credit card services. Credit card fraud is described as the unofficial utilization of card, abnormal transaction activity, or dealings on an unused card. Credit card frauds are commonly classified into three types, merchant related frauds [2], online frauds, and conventional frauds. In recent past, credit card violations have been raising alarmingly. Consequently, it is essential to advance CCFD techniques as the preventive action to manage criminal activities [3]. Moreover, CCFD has been called as the method of recognizing whether transactions are genuine or fraudulent.

At the time of purchasing, the client uses the credit card, the fraudster find out the code word or user related vital details which is later used by him for fraudulent transaction [4, 5]. The credit card transaction is done by means of online or offline. In offline transaction, the cardholders fundamentally give the vital details like, card number ended date and card validation number via phone or web [6].

The numbers of credit card business are raised in each year. At this point, the technology is developed and obtains additional gain for the people, but other way it raises this credit card fraud cases [7]. The logical and numerical authentication schemes are applied in this credit card fraud cases. But the fraudsters usually conceal their details such as, identity and locality in the internet [8]. This credit card fraud complication influences both sides admin and user side. It influences the (a) issuer fees, (b) charges, (c) administrative charges, that are the fees are loss [9]. Therefore, the merchants make the conclusion that is elevated rate fix in goods or concessions are diminished.

Data mining is a process of detecting and separating knowledge from massive data sets. It is a constant process which is used for the purpose of scanning, throughout vast collections of data in an attempt to find out supportive details [11]. The fundamental operation of data mining is extracting the significant designs and associations in huge data sets. Artificial intelligence, arithmetic calculations, and machine learning approaches to identify designs are employed by data mining for the purpose of taking decisions, likely results and create actionable information.

The main motive of this article is to examine different machine-learning methods, like Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression (LR), Random Forest (RF), Naïve Bayes (NB) and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) with the aim of deciding which method is most appropriate for CCFD.

Here, the further sections of this research work are constructed as: in Section II provides a list of existing work in this field, Section III described the benefits and difficulties of the current fraud detection techniques, Section IV deals with the result and discussion. Lastly, concluding statements and future directions are described in Section V.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Fraudulent behaviors are the major reasons for loss, which encourages and to discover a result that possibly will identify and avoid frauds. Some techniques have been previously formulated and analyzed. A few of them are reviewed briefly as follows.

The author, Whitrow et al [12] developed a structural arrangement for the purpose of transacting aggregation is taken into account and its efficiency is estimated against transaction-level detection, utilizing various types of categorization techniques and a realistic cost-dependent performance evaluation measure. These techniques are implemented in two case studies with the assistance of actual data. Transaction aggregation is found to be useful in several but not every situation. Furthermore, the length of the aggregation time duration has a huge impact over performance. Aggregation looks especially efficient when a random forest is utilized for categorization. Furthermore, random forests were found to execute better when comparing to remaining categorization techniques, including logistic regression, KNN and SVMs. Aggregation also has the benefit of not involving accurately tagged data and might be additional robust to the outcomes of population drift.

Van Vlasselaer et al [13] introduced Anomaly Prevention with the help of Advanced Transaction Exploration (APATE), is a new way to identify fraudulent transactions performed during online storage. This type of process unites (1) intrinsic attributes obtained from the attributes of inward transactions and the consumer expenditure records with the assistance of the fundamentals of RFM (Recency - Frequency - Monetary); and (2) network-dependent characteristics through utilizing the network of credit card holders and merchants in addition gaining a time-dependent apprehensive rank for every object. Thus, the outcomes confirm that mutually intrinsic and network-dependent characteristics are two robustly entwined parts of the same image. The integration of these two categories of characteristics guides to the most excellent performing designs that attain AUC-scores in excess of 0.98.

Fashoto et al [14] formulated a design for fraud detection scheme which possibly will effort to successfully identify credit card fraud by making clusters and examining the clusters produced as a result of the dataset for anomalies. Here, the main intention of this investigation is to assess the working potential of two hybrid schemes based on the detection accuracy. In this approach, hybrid techniques are employed by utilizing the K-means Clustering scheme with MLP together with the HMM. The analysis discovered that the finding accuracy of “MLP together with K-means Clustering” is greater than the “HMM together with K-means Clustering” for 80% split however the overturn is the scenario when the “MLP together with K-means Clustering” is evaluated by means of the “HMM together with K-means Clustering” for 10 fold up cross-validation however the accuracy is similar in the two hybrid approaches for proportion split of 66%. In additional, wide-ranging assessment with further huge datasets is on the other hand needed to authenticate these outcomes.

Halvaei et al [15] proposed the CCFD with the assistance of Artificial Immune Systems (AIS), and establish a novel model regarded as AIS-based Fraud Detection Model (AFDM). Here in this scheme, will employ an immune system stimulated method (AIRS) and develop it for the purpose of fraud identification. In this approach, enhanced the accuracy to 25%, decrease the cost nearly 85%, and reduce system response time to 40% when evaluated against the base method.

D’Al Pozzolo et al [16] formulated a method of efficient fraud detection approaches is key for minimizing the losses, and more schemes depend on advanced machine learning schemes in order to help fraud investigators. In this article, offered some responses from the practitioner’s perception by means of concentrating on three important problems: assessment, non-stationarity and unbalancedness. This investigation is made achievable by a real credit card dataset given through the industrial partner.

Zareapoor et al [17] put forward the bagging classifier in terms of decision tree, as the excellent classifier to create the fraud detection approach. On the other hand, the most frequently used schemes for fraud detection methods are KNN, SVM and NB. These methods can be utilized independently or in combination utilizing ensemble or meta-learning methods for the purpose of constructing classifiers. However, while considering the entire existing schemes, ensemble learning approaches are recognized as well-liked and standard scheme, not due to its relatively uncomplicated implementation, however as well owing to its excellent predictive potential on practical issues. Here, the performance assessment is executed on original credit card transactions dataset for the purpose of demonstrating the advantage of the bagging ensemble method.

Bahnsen et al [18] developed the transaction aggregation scheme, in addition recommended to generate a novel set of characteristics in accordance with examining the periodic ways of the transaction time by means of the von Mises distribution. Subsequently, with the assistance of an authentic credit card fraud dataset offered by huge European card processing organisation, evaluate state-of-the-art CCFD models, in addition assess how the various sets of attributes have an influence on the outcomes. Through the process of integrating the formulated periodic attributes into the techniques, the outcomes demonstrated a standard raise in savings of 13%.

Şahin et al [19] formulated a fraud avoidance systems, is the vital system and perhaps the excellent manner to end the fraud categories. Here, classification models in terms of decision trees and SVM are formulated and implemented on CCFD issues. This system is one of the firsts to evaluate the working potential of SVM and decision tree schemes in CCFD by means of a factual data set.

Srivastava et al [20] developed an approach, the series of processes in credit card transaction procedure with the assistance of a HMM and illustrate, how it can be employed for the discovery of frauds. Here, HMM is mainly instructed with the common activities of a cardholder. When an inward credit card transaction is not recognized by means of the trained HMM with sufficiently high possibility, it is regarded as fraudulent. On the other hand, attempt to make sure that factual transactions are not eliminated. Accordingly, the experimental outcome illustrates that the efficiency of this scheme and evaluate it with other schemes.

Jha et al [21] developed transaction aggregation approach for the purpose of identifying credit card fraud. Here, the integrated transactions to obtain user obtaining activities earlier than every transaction and utilized these aggregations for design evaluation to recognize fraudulent transactions. Here, employed original data of credit card transactions from a global credit card process.

Quah et al [22] concentrated on instantaneous fraud detection and provided a novel and inventive approach in recognizing spending behaviors to interpret potential fraud cases. It utilizes self-organization map for the purpose of interpret, filter and examine consumer actions for fraud detection. However, this has enabled it simpler for fraudsters to take part in novel and mysterious manners of doing credit card fraud over the Internet.
Abdulla et al [23] formulated a hybrid scheme phases of pre-processing where unspecified transactions are eliminated, GA modeled for feature selection and SVM for categorization. In this article, explains an easy fraud detection scheme that can efficiently discover fraud with vast accuracy. It is pointed out that, each and every phase are successfully executed to the dataset and generated a better model for identifying fraud. SVM illustrates excellent accuracy in the formulated scheme by classifying the test data to fraud and legal correspondingly. Here, this accuracy is attained by the feature selection procedure that has been designed with the assistance of K Nearest Neighbour system.

Mhatre et al [24] developed an approach, the series of processes in credit card transaction procedure with the assistance of a HMM and illustrate, how it can be employed for the discovery of frauds. Here, HMM is mainly instructed with the common activities of a cardholder. When an inward credit card transaction is not recognized by means of the trained HMM with sufficiently high possibility, it is regarded as fraudulent. On the other hand, attempt to make sure that factual transactions are not eliminated. Accordingly, the experimental outcome illustrates that the efficiency of this scheme and evaluate it with other schemes.

Patidar et al [25] formulated a neural network together with the GA based model for discovery of credit card fraud. Here, the research technique fused, Genetic Algorithm and Neural Network (GANN), attempted to identify the credit card fraud productively. On the other hand, the concept of integrating NN and GA come from the information, that when a person is naturally extremely expert and he is trained well then possibilities of individual of achievement is extremely huge. GA are utilized for building the judgment regarding the network topology, amount of concealed layers, amount of nodes that will be utilized in the formulation of neural network for the issues of CCFD. Here, the outcomes point out that the formulated detection scheme gives better fraud detection method evaluate against the current detection scheme.

Baboo et al [26] provided a model with the assistance of HMM. In this article, with this authenticated security verify the information of transaction is fake or authentic. This method is extremely protected from illicit anomalous consumer utilizing credit card and neglect fraud handling of card by online transactions. Experimental outcomes illustrate the performance and efficiency of the expenditure pattern of the cardholders. Here, the scheme is also scalable for managing huge amounts of transactions.

Zheng et al [27] introduced a Logical Graph of Behavior Profiles (LGBP) that is overall order-dependent design to signify the rational association of qualities of transaction files. In accordance with LGBP and users’ transaction files, can determine a path-dependent transition possibility from a feature to an extra one. On the other hand, described an information entropy-dependent diversity coefficient with the aim of describing the multiplicity of transaction performances of a consumer. Besides, describe a state conversion probability matrix for the purpose of capturing temporal characteristics of transactions of a consumer. Accordingly, can make a BP used for every consumer and subsequently employ it to confirm, if an inward transaction is a fraud/not. Thus, the researches over a factual data set show that this technique is superior to three standard schemes.

### III. COMPARISON ANALYSIS

Table 1 shows the comparison analysis for different credit card detection techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Merits</th>
<th>Demerits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Srivastava et al (2008)</td>
<td>Hidden Markov Model (HMM)</td>
<td>Easily function on huge databases</td>
<td>It can be responsive to loud data and outliers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Şahin et al (2011)</td>
<td>SVM and Decision Tree</td>
<td>The accuracy performance of SVM based models reach high than the performance of the decision tree based models.</td>
<td>High computational difficulty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Patidar et al (2011)</td>
<td>Genetic Algorithm and Neural Network (GANN)</td>
<td>GANN strategies rely only on the GA to find an optimal network; in these, no training takes place.</td>
<td>It can be responsive to loud data and outliers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dal Pozzolo et al (2014)</td>
<td>EasyEnsemble based incremental Learning</td>
<td>This approach has showed better results than updating the models at a lower frequency (weekly or every 15days).</td>
<td>This algorithm not preferable for nonlinear data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Zareapoor et al (2015)</td>
<td>Bagging classifier using KNN, SVM and NB</td>
<td>It can manage thousands of input variables exclusive of variable removal.</td>
<td>It is not adequately potential to manage fraud detection at the time of transaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Abdulla et al (2015)</td>
<td>Hybrid approach SVM and K Nearest Neighbour approach.</td>
<td>Functions fast and well on online huge datasets.</td>
<td>This scheme wants dependent and independent attributes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Van Vlasselaer et al (2015)</td>
<td>APATE</td>
<td>Using less memory. Computation is needed.</td>
<td>It is over fit for classification /regression tasks with louddataset</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cost Effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Fashoto et al (2016)</td>
<td>Hybrid methods using the K-means Clustering algorithm with MLP and HMM.</td>
<td>It is a powerful classifier that functions well on both basic and more complex detection complication.</td>
<td>Excessive training need / costly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Zheng et al (2018)</td>
<td>Logical Graph of Behavior Profiles (LGBP)</td>
<td>High processing and detection speed/high accuracy.</td>
<td>It is good if dataset has plenty of input but little amount of errors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Various methods such as, Genetic Algorithm and Neural Network (GANN) and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) however having elevated detection charges and provides better accuracy, they are especially costly to teach.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Here, this section shows the performance of the new methods formulated in CCFD. Nowadays, credit card data are usually unavailable. Even though there are few unrestricted data sets regarding CCFD like, the one in https://www.kaggle.com/dalpozz/creditcardfraud, the records have been altered, and it is not possible to identify the majority of their attributes [27]. Specifically, each consumer has numerous records in those data sets.

In this paper, evaluated various methods estimate the True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN) produced by a scheme and employ these in quantitative dimensions to assess and evaluate performance of various systems. TP is amount of transactions that were fraudulent and were also labeled as fraudulent by the system. TN is amount of transactions which were valid and were also categorized as genuine. FP is amount of transactions that were valid however were incorrectly categorized as fraudulent transactions. FN is amount of transactions that were fraudulent however were incorrectly categorized as valid transactions. Here, the different metrics are employed for assessment, specifically, F-measure, Precision, Recall and Accuracy.

1. Accuracy indicates the fraction of transactions which were properly categorized.
   \[
   \text{Accuracy} = \frac{TN + TP}{TP + FP + FN + TN}
   \]

2. Precision also regarded as detection rate, that is the amount of transactions either genuine/fraudulent which were correctly categorized.
   \[
   \text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}
   \]

3. Recall determines the fraction of uncharacteristic records correctly categorized by the system.
   \[
   \text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}
   \]

4. The F score, also known as the F1 score or F measure, is a measure of a test’s accuracy. It is described as the weighted harmonic mean of the test’s precision and recall.
   \[
   \text{F-measure} = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}
   \]

**Figure 1. Accuracy comparison results of different fraud detection techniques**

Here, the transaction records are categorized into three kind’s in accordance with transaction amount: low amount (LA), medium amount (MA), and high amount (HA). Accordingly, partition consumers into three different sets: high stability (HS), medium stability (MS), and low stability (LS) and All Users (AU) in view of the allocation of a user’s transaction records in LA, MA, and HA. The figure 1 illustrates the accuracy comparison outcomes of the various methods for CCFD together with the different category of users. Therefore, the accuracy of the LGBP method is high when comparing against the existing fraud detection schemes.
Figure 2. Precision comparison results of different fraud detection techniques

Here, the performance of the different CCFD methods is shown in Fig. 2. The outcomes illustrate that APATE and HMM are poorer to LGBP. Finally, it ends that the LGBP methods have better precision results where the idea of drift takes place.

Figure 3. Recall comparison results of different fraud detection techniques

The existing CCFD schemes were implemented to different type of consumers as explained in fig 3, and the LGBP was validated using actual financial transaction dataset. Furthermore, for more accurate validation performs the validation procedure with more dataset. The LGBP technique has better recall outcomes evaluated to the other schemes.

Figure 4. F-measure comparison results of different fraud detection techniques

Figure 4 illustrates the average of F-measure by means of different fraud detection methods in various consumers. Three kinds of classification algorithms were utilized and partition the outcomes with different users for more specified information. On behalf of every consumer the detection rate of the classification scheme was measured in terms of average detection rate of the previous fraud detection scheme.

V. CONCLUSION

Even though there are some fraud detection methods accessible at present however none is capable of identifying the entire frauds fully when they are really occurring, they typically notice it once the fraud has been happened. In this paper, this occurs because a very little amount of transactions from the entire transactions are literally fraudulent in character. Consequently, the main job is to construct a perfect, strict and rapid noticing CCFD method that can identify frauds occurring over the internet. Here, several of the current CCFD methods are reviewed together with the merits and demerits are presented. The major
disadvantage of the entire methods is that they are not sure to give the similar outcomes in all circumstances. They provide better outcomes with a specific kind of dataset and poor or inadequate results with additional type. Even though, a few methods such as, HMM and SVM provides outstanding results with small data sets however are not scalable to huge datasets. A few methods like aggregation strategy and support vector provides improved outcomes on sampled and pre-processed data while, a few systems such as, logistic regression and fuzzy systems provide improved accuracies with unprocessed example data. Finally, these gaps could be bridged by means of generating a hybrid of different methods that are previously utilized in fraud identification to remove their limitation in addition obtains improved performance.
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